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About me:
• Creative Communications Strategist
• I’m a catalyst for people and ideas

• I’m fluent in:
– Branding
– Communications
– Digital
– Social

– Preparation of the perfect 
Old Fashioned cocktail

– Great music 
(open for discussion 
over aforementioned 
cocktail)



A little history…
• Text here

I grew up in Edinburgh…
… land of writers and inventors



… and then there was me!



My story…
• Text here

A visit to a newspaper office (aged 8) 
opened up a whole new world...

… I was enchanted, especially the beauty 
of typography and design.



• Text here

… and then: it was love at first sight



My journey



Breaking new ground
• Technology brought a revolution in design, 

publishing and communications

• Chance to try new things

• There was no manual

• Try new things –
see what works

• Collaboration



Making the water industry interesting…

• Multi-million pound engineering project
• Using emerging tech to bring story to life 
• Uniting project engineers and team with 

schoolchildren
• Discovery and knowledge-sharing



Highs … and lows

• Exciting opportunity – primetime show
• 20 million TV viewers
• Small agency … “punching above our weight”
• Many, many late nights and noodles…

But…



Learning lessons



Learning the hard way
• Honesty is key: allow people to make mistakes and 

be honest about them

• Full oversight is essential: understand your risks 
and take them but know how to manage them

• Collaborate: very few successful ideas have a 
single author

• Use the power of a story: build communities and 
share experience 



Turn on the bright lights:
• Be creative

• Celebrate the joy of discovery and new ideas

• Share, listen and be honest and open

• Whatever you do: make it beautiful 

• Love what you do



Sisters are doing it for 
themselves:



A gripping tale…
• The Future Needs Fixing
• sugru – Irish word for ‘play’

• Invented by 
Jane Ni Dhulchaointigh

• It moulds like play-dough, 
bonds to almost anything and 
turns into a strong, flexible silicone rubber overnight.

• From a shoe-string start-up in 2003, sugru are now a team 
of 35, turning over $1.5m last year with a global customer 
base of over 300,000 people.



• “I made a new year’s resolution: Stop listening to 
other people’s advice. Go with my gut.”

• “We started receiving hundreds of stories from 
new sugru users all over the world. So exciting. 
This is why I invented sugru in the first place.”



• Inspiring stories: 

– "Sooo... I have no fingers on my left hand. But I signed up for an insane 
race anyway. The Race to the Midnight Sun. An Ultra Marathon canoe race 
that is 715km long. The Yukon River Quest. 

– ”I used several colors, and though it may not be the prettiest adaptation I 
could have made, it certainly allowed me to compete in the race, and place 
2nd in my class!!”



Provoke/Protect
• Dharavi Biennale
• Run by SNEHA 
• Emerging local artists 

consolidating conceptual, 
practical and leadership 
skills, bringing in new 
participants, engage more 
deeply with health issues, 
and emphasize 
sustainability.



Provoke/Protect
• Using creativity to confront 

and challenge issues 
around rape and women’s 
safety

• Protective symbols used in 
their culture

• The women created 
slogans to match symbols

• They wore make-up to look 
like superheroes



Provoke/Protect
• Women talked to others 

in their community
• Challenging opinions 

and misconceptions
from family and friends



Provoke/Protect
• text

They held a 
fashion parade



Making it stick…
• Be creative – find new solutions
• The magic is in the process
• Tell a story
• Stick with it – tenacity and determination are key
• Build a community - sharing ideas, creativity and 

tips 
• Encouraging creativity in each person – make it 

your own



Heading here
• Text here



The secret history of technology



The secret history…
• Women have been at the heart of technical and 

creative innovations from the very beginning

• Their story is largely ignored

• It’s time to celebrate their incredible work

• Meet the original ‘computors’ …



• Women in tech

The women of ENIAC: Kay McNulty, Marlyn Wescoff, Fran Bilas, 
Ruth Lichterman, Adele Goldstine (and Betty Snyder)



Meet a few of the pioneers…



Overcoming barriers 
to innovation:



You can’t use up 

CREATIVITY
the more you use, 
the more you have

Maya	Angelou



Bring everyone together
• Challenge conventional wisdom
• Make it bite-size: small doses of creativity
• Find a different way to look at things
• Borrow and adapt proven ideas
• Make it safe for everyone to brainstorm and offer 

new thinking



(Let’s get) Practical…



Connecting people
• Connecting people in different cities and 

continents to exchange ideas and experience

• Shared knowledge and connections – sometimes 
in the same room

• 1990s technology



It is rarely industry 
experts that disrupt 
their own business. 
This happens usually 
thanks to the people 
who think 
differently.

- Gregory Pouy



Communication breakdown
• Email and noise overload
• How to make new (useful) connections
• Get to useful information
• Sift through the junk

0%
Time spent 

managing emails 
in 1992

28%
Time spent 
managing emails 
in 2012



Put yourself in my place…
• Different viewpoints:

CEO
CIO

Manager

Team	
Member

Client



Getting it done



Getting it done
• Start with WHY
• A good idea
• Keep it simple
• Break it down
• Collaboration and openness
• Don’t worry about detail early on
• Celebrate what works
• Keep it agile  - review and refine



Be Xena
• Have courage

• Follow your own convictions

• Follow it through

• Stick around to get the credit

• BANG YOUR DRUM!



Next steps…
• How can you bring creativity to your brand 

and your work?

• How will you get started?

• Go for it and have fun…



THANK YOU


